Evidence for benefit vs novelty in new intubation equipment.
A myriad of new intubation equipment has been introduced commercially since the appearance of Macintosh/Miller blades in the 1940s. We review the role of devices that are relevant to current clinical practice based on their presence in the scientific literature. The comparative performance of new vs traditional direct laryngoscopes, their complications, their use in awake intubation techniques and the prediction of unsuccessful intubation with new devices are reviewed. Manikin studies are of limited value in this area. We conclude that in both predicted and unpredicted difficult or failed intubation, carefully selected new intubation equipment has a high success rate for tracheal intubation. Ideally, such devices should be available in all settings where tracheal intubation is performed. Most importantly, experience and competence with any of the new devices are critical for their successful use in any clinical setting.